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Multilingual data support in Dataset-XML with SAS® Clinical Data Integration
Jing Gao, SAS R&D, Beijing, China
ABSTRACT
Dataset-XML is a CDISC XML format for exchanging clinical study data between any two entities. That is, in addition
to support the transport of datasets as part of a submission to the FDA, it may also be used to facilitate other data
interchange use cases. For example, the Dataset-XML data format can be used by a CRO to transmit SDTM or
AdaM datasets to a sponsor organization. Dataset-XML can represent any tabular dataset including SDTM, ADaM,
SEND, or non-standard legacy datasets.
With the growing trends in the globalization of Drug Development, there are increasing clinical trials conducted in
various countries. So clinical trial data that comes from various countries using different languages may need to be
processed. In other hand, CDISC standards are becoming more accepted outside the USA, especially, SDTM is used
in many countries that use other character encodings (e.g. Shift-JIS in Japan) for submissions to local regulatory
authorities. In this context, one of the advantages of the Dataset-XML format is highlighted: Dataset-XML supports all
language encodings supported by XML. This requires that the related industry solutions not only support US-ASCII
characters, but also support non-ASCII characters in Dataset-XML.
This presentation will introduce: 1) how to create Dataset-XML files with multiple encodings (UTF-8, ISO-8859-1,
Shift-JIS, etc.) from SAS datasets using SAS Clinical Data Integration (CDI); 2) how to choose the appropriate
encoding for the particular languages in Dataset-XML; 3) the SAS Macros called by CDI to create Dataset-XML; 4)
Lastly, let’s look into the non-ASCII characters whether are supported by the Dataset-XML Tools (OpenCDISC,
XPT2DatasetXML, etc.).

INTRODUCTION
SAS Clinical Data Integration provides an easy-to-use visual interface for transforming, managing, and verifying the
creation of industry-mandated data standards such as those created by Clinical Data Interchange Standards
Consortium (CDISC). The SAS solution has prebuilt transformations for CDISC models. The CDISC-Dataset-XML
Creation transformation is one of prebuilt transformations and used to visually create a separate Dataset-XML file for
each domain or data table in a study or submission. The CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation transformation enables you to
select the output encoding for the Dataset-XML files. You can also enter any valid value for the output encoding. With
this functionality, you can create the Dataset-XML files that contain non-ASCII characters, and multilingual data in
Dataset-XML can be processed correctly.

CREATING A DATASET-XML FILE WITH SAS® CLINICAL DATA INTEGRATION
OVERVIEW OF CREATING A DATASET-XML FILE
The CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation transformation creates a separate Dataset-XML file for each domain or data table
in a study or submission. Each Dataset-XML file is named based on the domain or data table name. For example, the
DM domain creates the dm.xml file.
The CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation transformation enables you to specify these options:


Select the domains or data tables for which to create Dataset-XML files.



Create a ZIP file that contains the Dataset-XML files.



Delete Dataset-XML files that are included in a ZIP file.



Check the data lengths of text variables against the metadata in the define.xml input file.



Specify a header comment to include in the Dataset-XML files.

REGISTER A NEW DOCUMENT FILE
Before you can create a job to create a Dataset-XML file, you must register a new document file. The document file
must be associated with a valid define.xml file that contains definitions for all domains and data tables for which to
create Dataset-XML files.
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1.

In the Folders tree, right-click a folder, and then select New->Document.

Display 1. Document for the define.xml File

Display 2. Document Folder

2.

Enter a name and an optional description.

3.

Click Browse adjacent to the Location field, and then navigate to the location in which to store the document.

4.

Click Browse adjacent to the File field, and then navigate to the location of the define.xml file.

5.

Click OK.

6.

Create an empty job.

7.

In the Transformations tree, expand Clinical, and then drag and drop CDISC Define Creation onto the diagram.

8.

Use the Transformation CDISC Define Creation to transform SDTM domains or ADaM datasets into a define.xml
file.

CREATE A DATASET-XML FILE
To create a Dataset-XML file, perform the following steps:
1.

Create an empty job.

2.

In the Transformations tree, expand Clinical, and then drag and drop CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation onto the
diagram.

3.

From the Folders tree, drag and drop the define.xml file onto the diagram.

4.

To connect the define.xml file to the CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation transformation, drag and drop the cursor from
the output port of the define.xml file to the input port of the CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation transformation.

Display 3. The CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation Job
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5.

In the diagram, double-click CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation. The CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation Properties dialog
box appears.

6.

Click the Tables tab.

Display 4. The Tables Tab
7.

From the Data Standard Type drop-down list, select the data standard version.

8.

From the Study/Submission drop-down list, select the study or submission.

9.

From the Tables list, select the domains or data tables for which to create Dataset-XML files.

10. Click the Generation tab.

Display 5. The Generation tab
11. Click Browse adjacent to Output folder, and then navigate to an output folder.
12. Enter a header comment, and then select the output encoding.
13. Click OK, and then click Run.
14. Verify that there are no errors. The Dataset-XML files are created in the output folder.
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Display 6. List of the dataset-xml files created

CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE ENCODING FOR THE DATASET-XML
The CDISC-Dataset-XML Creation transformation enables you to select the output encoding for the Dataset-XML
files: US-ASCII, ISO-8859-1 and UTF-8. You can also enter a value for the output encoding, such as Shift-JIS. The
value must be a valid encoding.
Here are some examples.

OUTPUT ENCODING: US-ASCII
US-ASCII is a 7-bit character encoding that every single byte represents a unique character. It includes 128
characters: 33 control characters and 95 printable characters.

Figure 1. US-ASCII code chart
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OUTPUT ENCODING: ISO-8859-1
ISO-8859-1 is an 8-bit extension to the US-ASCII encoding, also called Latin-1. The ISO-8859-1 is generally intended
for most Western European languages.
ISO-8859-1 can be used in the following European languages (to name a few):
Danish
Portuguese

UK English
Spanish

German
Swedish

Italian

ISO-8859-1 is a superset of US-ASCII, the first 128 characters of ISO-8859-1 have the same code points with USASCII.

Figure 2. ISO-8859-1 code chart

OUTPUT ENCODING: UTF-8
UTF-8 is a character encoding capable of encoding all possible characters, yet is backwards compatible with USASCII.
Here is an example, the SAS dataset has 3 rows of multilingual data.

Display 7. The SAS dataset AE.sas7bdat
As we can see from the Display 7 above, the AE dataset contains Chinese characters, US English characters and
Japanese characters, in this case, which encoding should be used to handle the multilingual data? UTF-8. Using
UTF-8 as the encoding, the Dataset-XML can contain multilingual data without losing any data.
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Display 8. The AE.xml created from the SAS dataset AE.sas7bdat.

OUTPUT ENCODING: SHIFT-JIS
Shift-JIS is a character encoding for the Japanese language. It is also a superset of US-ASCII except for the
backslash and tilde.
Shift-JIS

US-ASCII

Code Point (hexadecimal)

¥

\

5C

~
7E
Table 1. The same code point represents different character in Shift-JIS and US-ASCII.

XML ENCODING
UTF-8 is the default for documents without encoding information:
<?xml version="1.0"?> is equivalent to <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
The actual character encoding in the XML files Must Match the encoding declaration of the XML files

WHICH ENCODING SHOULD BE USED?
When using CDI to create Dataset-XML files, it is very important to select the correct encoding for the Dataset-XML
files. If you select the wrong encoding, the garbled characters will appear in the Dataset-XML files.
Which encoding should be used? It depends on which languages the SAS dataset contains.
Why don’t we consider the encoding of the SAS dataset? That is because the CDI will convert the character data
from one encoding to another encoding when the encoding of data in the original location is different from the
encoding of the data’s destination. So we just need to know whether the data in SAS dataset is supported by the
Dataset-XML encoding you select.
To avoid the loss of the character data during the transcoding, we must select the correct encoding.

Table 2 lists some examples that the languages that are supported by the character encodings.
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Character encodings
Languages

US-ASCII

ISO-8859-1

UTF-8

Shift-JIS

US English

√

√

√

√

Western European

×

√

√

×

Japanese

×

×

√

√

Table 2. Encodings and Languages
Note: ISO-8859-1 does not support all the Western languages, such as, the euro sign €.

Here are some examples.
1.

US English

If the SAS dataset only contains the US English language, you don’t need to worry about the encoding. It is ok to use
the encodings such as US-ASCII, ISO-8859-1, UTF-8, etc.

2.

Western European

If the SAS dataset contains Western European languages (such as UK English, German, and Spanish), US-ASCII
cannot be used, ISO-8859-1 and UTF-8 can be used.
The DM domain contains two German characters: fröhlich and weiß.

Display 9. The SAS Dataset DM.sas7bdat

As we can see from Display 10 below, the two German characters were transcoded incorrectly when using US-ASCII
as the encoding.

Display 10. The DM.xml with US-ASCII encoding
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The two German characters are displayed correctly when using ISO-8859-1 as the encoding.

Display 11. The DM.xml with ISO-8859-1 encoding

3.

Japanese

If the SAS dataset contains Japanese language, US-ASCII and ISO-8859-1 cannot be used, Shift-JIS and UTF-8 can
be used.
The AE domain contains three Japanese characters: "頭が痛い", "神経系統病気" and "軽い".

Display 12. The SAS Dataset AE.sas7bdat

As we can see from Display 13 below, the three Japanese characters were transcoded to garbled characters when
using US-ASCII as the encoding.

Display 13. The AE.xml with US-ASCII encoding
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The three Japanese characters are displayed correctly when using Shift-JIS as the encoding.

Display 14. The AE.xml with Shift-JIS encoding
In a word, if you are not sure about the languages in the SAS dataset, UTF-8 is an advisable choice.

THE SAS MACROS CALLED BY CDI TO CREATE DATASET-XML
DATASET-XML AND DEFINE-XML
Dataset-XML defines a standard format for transporting tabular data set data in XML. The Define-XML file that
describes the SAS data sets must contain metadata information about all SAS data sets and all variables to be
converted. The Dataset-XML files by themselves do not have any information about the SAS data sets (name and
label) or the SAS variables (name, label, data type, length, and display format). Each Dataset-XML file contains data
for a single data set, but a single Define-XML file describes all the data sets included in the folder.

%DATASETXML_WRITE MACRO
The CDI calls the %datasetxml_write macro to create Dataset-XML files from a library of SAS data sets:
/* Define the libname statements for the SAS data sets, the input define file and the
output location */
libname srcdata "&studyRootPath/data";
filename srcmeta "&studyRootPath/sourcexml/define.xml";
libname xmldata "&studyOutputPath/sourcexml";

/* Call the write macro

*/

%datasetxml_write(
_cstSourceDataSets=srcdata.DM,
_cstOutputLibrary=xmldata,
_cstSourceMetadataDefineFileRef=srcmeta,
_cstZip=Y,
_cstDeleteAfterZip=N,
_cstCheckLengths=Y,
_cstOutputEncoding=UTF-8,
_cstHeaderComment=%nrbquote(Produced from SAS data using the SAS Clinical Standards
Toolkit.));
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Parameters:
_cstSourceDataSets

A list of source data sets to convert.

_cstOutputLibrary

The libref of the output data folder/library in which to create the dataset-XML files.

_cstSourceMetadataDefineFileRef The libref of the source metadata folder/library.
_cstZip

Zip the Dataset-XML file to a zip file in the same folder and with the same name
as the Define-XML file. (Default: N)

_cstDeleteAfterZip

Delete the Dataset-XML file after it is zipped (Default: N)

_cstCheckLengths

The actual value lengths of variables with DataType=text are checked against the
lengths as defined in the metadata. If the lengths as defined in the metadata are
too short, a warning is written to the log file. (Default: N)

_cstOutputEncoding

The XML encoding to use for the Dataset-XML files to create (Default=UTF-8)

_cstHeaderComment

The short comment that is added to the top of the Dataset-XML file to produce.
Default: Produced from SAS data using the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit

The sas codes used in %datasetxml_write macro to specify the encoding of Dataset-XML
file _xml&_cstRandom encoding="&_cstOutputEncoding" &_cstLRECL;
%if %sysevalf(%superq(_cstOutputEncoding)=, boolean)=0 %then %do;
put '<?xml version="1.0" encoding="' "&_cstOutputEncoding" '"?>';
%end;
%else %do;
put '<?xml version="1.0"?>';
%end;
About the encoding option in file statement:
ENCODING='encoding-value': Specifies the encoding to use when writing to the output file. The value for
ENCODING= indicates that the output file has a different encoding from the current SAS session encoding.
When you write data to the output files, SAS transcodes the data from the SAS session encoding to the specified
encoding.
If you do not specify the encoding in file statement, SAS uses the current SAS session encoding as default.
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DATASET-XML TOOLS
Display 15 is the summary for the tools that can be used to work with the Dataset-XML files.

Display 15. The Dataset-XML Tool Summary

THE LIMITATIONS OF THE OTHER DATASET-XML TOOLS
We can use XPT2DatasetXML and OpenCDISC to create Dataset-XML files from SAS XPT files, however, as we
know, the XPT file supports only single byte data, so we still cannot handle multilingual data using these tools.

SAS ALSO PROVIDES STANDALONE SAS MACROS TO CREATE DATASET-XML FOR FREE
There is a standalone version of the macros that support the CDISC-Dataset XML 1.0 standard. With the standalone
SAS macros, we can also create Dataset-XML files that contain multilingual data.
Documentation is available in this file that is part of the ZIP file: SAS-Dataset-XML-v1.0.0-support.pdf
(http://support.sas.com/kb/53/447.html)
Note: These macros are standalone and do not require SAS® Clinical Standards Toolkit.
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CONCLUSION
Dataset-XML functions as an alternative to SAS Version 5 Transport (XPT) for the transmission of datasets, it
removes the SAS XPORT format limitations. For example, the XPT only supports US-ASCII characters, but the
Dataset-XML does not have such a limitation, it supports all language encodings supported by XML. With SAS
Clinical Data Integration, it is easy and efficient to handle multilingual data in the Dataset-XML files. You just need to
know whether the output encoding cover the characters in the SAS datasets. CDI makes it possible to submit the
clinical data in non-ASCII characters, such as in Japanese to PMDA.
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